kitchen feature

Eat
drink
love

Reignite your passion for
the heart of the home with our
yummy kitchen design ideas
Words Shelley Bridgeman
Photographs Melanie Jenkins
Styling Claudia Kozub

Kitchen designed by Natalie Du
Bois; for design details see page
146; orange tea towel $25.95 for
set of three and saucers part of a
set $149.95, all from Milly’s; teapot
$19.95 from The Homestore. Thank
you to Connie and Phil for the use
of their kitchen.
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kitchen feature

Kitchen designed by Natalie Du Bois. Thank you
to Connie and Phil for the use of their kitchen.
all shots on this page

For kitchen design details see below; saucers part of a set
$149.95, all from Milly’s; teapot $19.95 from The Homestore.
right

Sanderson Dandelion Clocks wallpaper in Slate,
hexagonal mosaic tiles on splashback from Heritage Tiles; for other
kitchen design details see below; on top shelf: bowl owners’ own;
blue mouth-blown vase $119 from Citta Design; mugs owners’ own;
shallow bowl $23 from Citta Design; second shelf down: items one to
three owners’ own; (middle right) white Beswick dish $120 from Trees
Co; Emile Henry dinner plates $36.50 each from Milly’s; blue teapot
$19.95 from The Homestore; third shelf down: plates owners’ own;
Crown Lynn vase $75 and vase $30, both from Trees Co; next two
items owners’ own; large Crown Lynn dish $48 and smaller Crown
Lynn dish $42, both from Trees Co; stack of saucers part of a set
$149.95 from Milly’s; on bottom shelf: Crown Lynn dish $48 from Trees
Co; coloured cups part of a set $149.95 from Milly’s; Crown Lynn vase
$25 from Trees Co; on the bench: Dualit toaster $499 from Milly’s; tea
towel $9.90 from Citta Design; Pumbaa pepper mill $37.50 from The
Homestore; colander $34.95 from Milly’s.
below right

Cabinetry colour-matched to Resene ‘Robins Egg Blue’, Fisher &
Paykel French door fridge, Smeg cylindrical extractor fan, mosaic tiles
(foreground) from European Ceramics, stools owners’ own; on back
bench: Cuisinart kettle $199 from The Homestore; cups owners’ own;
on front bench: Viva la Cuba tea towel $9.50 from Citta Design; Crown
Lynn vase $250 from Trees Co; Neoflam frypan $165.95 from Milly’s. >
below
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